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Introduction to 1Z0-058 Exam on Oracle Real 

Application Clusters (RAC) 11g Release 2 and 

Grid Infrastructure Administration 
You can use this exam guide to collect all the information about Oracle Real Application 

Clusters (RAC) 11g Release 2 and Grid Infrastructure Administration (1Z0-058) 

certification. The Oracle 1Z0-058 certification is mainly targeted to those candidates who 

has some experience or exposure of Oracle Database 11g and want to flourish their career 

with Oracle Certified Expert Oracle Real Application Clusters 11g and Grid Infrastructure 

Administrator (OCE) credential. The Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) 11g Release 

2 and Grid Infrastructure Administration certification exam validates your understanding 

of the Oracle Database 11g technology and sets the stage for your future progression. 

Your preparation plan for Oracle 1Z0-058 Certification exam should include hands-on 

practice or on-the-job experience performing the tasks described in following Certification 

Exam Topics table. 

Oracle 1Z0-058 Certification Details: 

Exam Name 
Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) 11g Release 2 and Grid 

Infrastructure Administration 

Exam Code 1Z0-058 

Exam Product Version Oracle Database 11g 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 120 minutes 

Number of Questions 
Section 1 = 46 

Section 2 = 30 

Passing Score Section 1 = 60%; Section 2 = 60% 

Validated Against This exam has been validated against 11g R2. 

Format Multiple Choice 

Recommended Training Oracle Database 11g: RAC Administration 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE - Oracle 

Recommended Practice 1Z0-058 Online Practice Exam 

 

Oracle 1Z0-058 Exam Syllabus: 

http://education.oracle.com/pls/web_prod-plq-dad/db_pages.getpage?page_id=609&get_params=dc:,clang:EN
http://www.pearsonvue.com/oracle/exams/
http://www.oraclestudy.com/1z0-058-oracle-real-application-clusters-rac-11g-release-2-and-grid-infrastructure-administration
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Section 1 - Grid Infrastructure: Clusterware and ASM 

Oracle Grid 

Infrastructure 

- Explain the principles and purposes of clusters 
- Describe Cluster hardware best practices 
- Understand Oracle Clusterware Architecture 

- Describe how Grid Plug and Play affects Clusterware 
- Describe ASM architecture and components 

Grid Infrastructure 

Installation 

- Perform pre-install tasks for Grid Infrastructure 
- Install Grid Infrastructure 
- Verify the installation 

- Configure ASM disk groups 
- Configure ASM volumes 
- Make ASM cluster file system 

- Mount ACFS volumes 

Administering Oracle 

Clusterware 

- Display Clusterware management proficiency 

- Demonstrate OCR backup and recovery techniques 
- Managing Network Settings 

Managing Clusterware 

- Perform prerequisite steps for extending a cluster 
- Use Oracle Universal Installer (OUI) to add a node to an 
Oracle Clusterware home 

- Use OUI to remove a node from an Oracle Clusterware home 

Making Applications 
Highly Available With 

Oracle 

- Describe the High Availability components of Oracle 
Clusterware 

- Contrast Policy-Managed and Administration Managed 
databases 

- Describe the functionality of server pools 
- Describe application placement policies 
- Create an application Virtual IP (VIP) 

- Manage application resources 

Troubleshooting Oracle 
Clusterware 

- Locate Oracle Clusterware log files 
- Gather all log files using diagcollection.pl 

- Enable resource debugging 
- Enable component-level debugging 
- Enable tracing for Java-based tools 

- Troubleshoot the Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) file 

Administering ASM 
Instances 

- Understand and apply ASM initialization parameters 

- Manage ASM instances and associated processes 
- Monitor ASM using the V$ASM dynamic performance views 

Administering ASM Disk 

Groups 

- Create and delete ASM disk groups 
- Set the attributes of an existing ASM disk group 
- Perform ongoing maintenance tasks on ASM disk groups 

- Explain key performance and scalability considerations for 
ASM disk groups 

Administering ASM 
Files, Directories, and 

Templates 

- Use different client tools to access ASM files 
- Describe the format of a fully qualified ASM file name 
- Explain how ASM files, directories and aliases are created 

and managed 
- Understand and manage disk group templates 

Administering ASM 
Cluster File 

- Administer ASM Dynamic Volume Manager 
- Manage ASM volumes 
- Implement ASM Cluster File System 
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- Manage ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) 
- Use ACFS Snapshots 

- Using command line tools to Manage ACFS 

Section 2 - Real Application Clusters 

Real Application 
Clusters Database 

Installation 

- Install the Oracle database software 
- Create a cluster database 

- Perform post-database creation tasks 
- Perform a single instance to RAC conversion 

RAC Database 
Administration 

- Use Enterprise Manager cluster database pages 
- Define redo log files in a RAC environment 
- Define undo tablespaces in a RAC environment 

- Start and stop RAC databases and instances 
- Modify initialization parameters in a RACenvironment 

Use Enterprise Manager 
cluster database pages 

- Define redo log files in a RAC environment 
- Define undo tablespaces in a RAC environment 
- Start and stop RAC databases and instances 

- Modify initialization parameters in a RACenvironment 

Managing Backup and 
Recovery for RAC 

- Configure the RAC database to use ARCHIVELOG mode and 
the flash recovery area 

- Recover from media failure and instance failures 
- Tune instance recovery in RAC 
- Configure RMAN for the RAC environment 

RAC DB Monitoring and 
Tuning 

- Determine RAC-specific tuning components 
- Determine RAC-specific wait events, global enqueues, and 

system statistics 
- Implement the most common RAC tuning tips 
- Use the Cluster Database Performance pages 

- Use the Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) in RAC 
- Use Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) in RAC 

Services 

- Configure and manage services in a RACenvironment 
- Use services with client applications 
- Use services with the Database Resource Manager and 

scheduler 
- Configure services aggregation and tracing 

High Availability 

Connections(Appendix-
D) 

- Configure client-side, connect-time load balancing and 
connect-time failover 
- Configure server-side, connect-time load balancing 

- Use the Load Balancing Advisory (LBA) 
- Describe the benefits of Fast Application Notification (FAN)- 
- Configure server-side callouts 

- Configure Transparent Application Failover (TAF) 

Design for High 

Availability 

- Design a Maximum Availability Architecture in your 

environment 
- Determine the best RAC and Data Guard topologies for your 
environment 

- Configure the Data Guard Broker configuration files in a 
- RAC environment 
-Patch your RAC system in a rolling fashion 
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1Z0-058 Sample Questions: 
01. When creating an Oracle Cluster database using DBCA the "Memory size 
(SGA and PGA)” field is supplied on value of 2000 MB. Identify the default block 

Size used for the database. 
  
a) 2 KB 

b) 4 KB 
c) 8 KB 
d) 16 KB 

e) 32 KB 
  
02. You are managing a policy-managed three-instance RAC database. You ran 

database ADDM for the database and noticed gc current block congested 
and gc cr block congested waits. What are two possible reasons for these wait 
events? 

  
a) The wait events indicate a delay in processing has occurred in the Global Cache 
Services (GCS), which is usually caused by high load. 

b) The wait times indicate that the blocks must wait after initiating a gc block request, 
for the round trip from the start of the wait until the blocks arrive. 
c) The wait events indicate that there is block contention resulting in multiple requests 

for access to local blocks. 
d) The wait events indicate that the local instance making the request for current or 
consistent read blocks was waiting for logical I/O from its own buffer cache at the same 

time. 
  

03. Which two statements are true regarding the Automatic Workload 
Repository (AWR) In a RAC environment? 
  

a) The AWR includes time model statistics based on time usage for activities displayed In 
the VSSYS_TIME_MODELand VSSESS_TIHE_HODELviews. 
b) The AWR is controlled by the statistics_level initialization parameter and it must be 

set toTYPICALorBASIC 
c) The Manageability Monitor Processes (MMON) process gathers statistics every hour 
from every instance and creates an AWR snapshot and stores it In the SGA. 

d) The MMON process gathers statistics from its' own instance and kicks off statistics 
collection form other instancess every hour from other instances and creates an AWR 
snapshot which is written to the sysaux tablespace. 

  
04. Which three statements are true about services and the Resource Manager? 
  

a) The Resource Manager can manage the relative priority of services within an instance 
by binding services directly to consumer groups if services are mapped to consumer 
groups by the DBA. 

b) When a client connects using a service, the service can be mapped to a consumer 
group, enabling the Resource Manager to manage work requests by service in the order 
of their importance. 

c) The srvctl utility is used to map services to consumer groups. 
d) The Resource Manager offers benefits In managing workloads because priority is given 
to business functions rather than the sessions that support those business functions. 
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05. You have a four-node cluster with four node VIPS and three scan VIPS 
already In use after Oracle Grid Infrastructure installation. You plan to manage 

a customer developed, web-based application with the Oracle Grid 
Infrastructure to provide high availability. 

Which two statements are true about the vip application resource that must be 
created? 
  

a) The vip application must be active on the same subnet and ethernet adaptor as the, 
Interconnect. 
b) The vip application must be active on the same subnet and ethernet adaptor as the 

public ip Address. 
c) The vip application must not be online on the same node as any of the scan vips. 
d) The vip application must be active on a different node than the application depending 

on Che by using the dispersion start dependency in the resource definition. 
e) The vip application must be enabled to run as the root user. 
  

06. Which three statements are true about the logging or tracing of Java-based 
Oracle tools? 
  

a) By default, Oracle logs actions for DBCA and DBUA. 
b) For tools such as SRVCTL and CLUVFY, tracing can be enabled by setting srvm trace 
= true your shell environment before executing the commands. 

c) The srvm_trace environment variable can be set only in the user's shell environment 
file. 
d) To disable tracing for Java-based tools, unset the srvm_trace variable: export 

srvm_trace= 
  
07. The database administrator is tasked with creating an ASM disk group. 

Exadata is not being used. If failure groups are not specified when creating an 
ASM disk group containing 10 disks, how many failure groups are automatically 
created? 

  
a) one 
b) two 

c) five 
d) ten 
  

08. Which three statements define a cluster? 
  
a) is a group of independent, but interconnected computers that act as a single system 

b) can be deployed to increase availability and performance 
c) can be deployed to balance a dynamically changing workload 
d) should appear to an application as multiple servers 

  
09. Which two network addresses are required to be static, non-dhcp addresses 

when using the Grid Naming? 
  
a) GNS VIP Address 

b) SCAN VIP Address 
c) Node VIP Address 
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d) Node Public Address 
e) Node Private Address 
  

10. The Oracle Grid Infrastructure administrator runs ocrconfig -
backupioc <new_location> after completing the installation of the Grid 

Infrastructure. What are the two reasons for doing this 
  
a) The master node may change if the node running the master CRS daemon shuts down 

causing another node to become the master. Because the default location is a nonshared 
storage, and only the master node performs backups, the backups could be spread 
around on many nodes making management or recovery more difficult. 

b) The cluster node currently acting as the master node for CRS is the only node that 
backs up the OCR to the default location, and by changing the location, all cluster nodes 
will then take backups. 

c) This is done to move the backup location into an ASM Cluster File System directory so 
that the backups benefit from ASM striping and mirroring. 
d) If for any reason CRS must be stopped on all nodes for a time spanning a scheduled 

backup, then on restart, the backup timer will be reset. This could result in longer time 
duration between automatic backups than the standard four-hour interval. 
 

Answers to 1Z0-058 Exam Questions: 

QUESTION: 01 

Answer: c 

QUESTION: 02 

Answer: a, b  

QUESTION: 03 

Answer: a, d 

QUESTION: 04 

Answer: a, b, d 

QUESTION: 05 

Answer: b, e 

QUESTION: 06 

Answer: a, b, d 

QUESTION: 07 

Answer: d 

QUESTION: 08 

Answer: a, b, c 

QUESTION: 09 

Answer: a, d 

QUESTION: 10 

Answer: a, d 

 
 

Note: If you find any typo or data entry error in these sample questions, we request 

you to update us by commenting on this page or write an email on 
feedback@oraclestudy.com 

mailto:feedback@oraclestudy.com

